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Fully charge the battery before your first use to ensure long battery life. 



Changing XL Pods When your pod no longer creates vapor or there is a slight burning taste 
simply remove the pod and replace. When replacing insert fully with a slight twist to align the 
interior tabs. Make sure the pod is fully seated into the battery. 

Charging when the LED Light on the bottom of your battery is flashing, insert the supplied usb-c 
charging cord and connect to your choice of power supply (wall adapter, computer). When 
charging, the led light will remain on and will turn off when charging is complete. As with any 
electrical device, charge on a stable fire-resistant surface clear of debris. We recommend you only 
use the charging cords supplied. As with any battery charging device, do not leave unattended for 
long periods of time. 

Battery Safety  Never carry any battery in your pocket or other closed area on your body as an 
additional safety precaution - especially mixed with other items including metal. Always charge 
batteries on a fireproof surface and make sure there are no flammables within at least 6 feet while 
unattended. Remove batteries from chargers as soon as you are able when they are fully charged. 
All our batteries are equipped with over charge and error detecting technology, but if there is 
physical damage to a battery or charger these safety mechanisms may become inoperable. If your 
battery becomes significantly wet or suffers physical damage, discontinue use and contact us for 
an exchange.  

Maintenance  If your battery is not performing as normal clean the 2 terminals gently inside the 
opening at the top inside of the battery with rubbing alcohol. If no vapor is being produced at all, 
and you are sure your pod has liquid and the battery is charged, one of the terminals inside the 
top of the batteries may be unaligned - you can try to gently move the terminals.


